
 

On-Line Safety 

 

 

 

At TBGS we recognise how challenging it can be for parents to keep up to date with the latest 

social media apps and by working with Devon & Cornwall Police & Torbay Safeguarding 

Children’s Board we hope we can encourage all parents/carers to be more aware of the 

possible dangers on line and support us in making sure that all young people can be well 

informed and protect themselves against potential threats to their safety.  

Please find following information regarding apps that are currently causing safety concerns: - 

APP Alert Live Me 

A Wallsall school has become aware of a potential risk posed for young people using this APP, 

Live Me.  Children and young people are using a popular live streaming mobile app Live.me.  

The app allows its users to post live broadcasts and receive ‘tips’ from other users for 

completing specific tasks during live broadcasts.  These ‘tips’ are in the form of ‘gold coins’ 

and can be exchanged for money.  Users then have the ability to either delete the recording 

of the live broadcast or post it on their profile.  The app also does not have any restrictions on 

the age an individual needs to be to create an account. 

Understandably, the app has attracted young people who may not be equipped to understand 

the dangers of recording and sharing sexual videos or engaging in sexual activity whilst 

streaming live video feeds. They need to understand that anyone on the other end of the 

live feed can capture a still image or video of them engaged in that activity – all without 

their knowledge. 

YouTube 

The recent release (7th August 2017) includes a new direct chat feature on YouTube, allowing 

users to share and discuss videos without leaving the app. 

Previously communication (grooming) on YouTube appears to have happened in the 

comments section, or by moving onto other apps, but this would appear to allow chat to occur 

privately within YouTube.  We are yet to see if YouTube will have particular safeguards in 

place around this function, and whether/how they will report grooming chat activity to law 

enforcement. 

YouTube has the second most active users, behind Facebook, and direct message features 

are a primary grooming conduit therefore YouTube is likely to occur more activity in coming 

months. 

Sarahah 



Sarahah, which means “frankness” or “honesty” in Arabic, was originally created as a tool that 

would help employees provide unfiltered, anonymous, feedback to their employers.  However, 

the app spread like wildfire among social media-addicted teens who were posting links to their 

Sarahah profiles to Instagram Stories requesting anonymous feedback. Then Snapchat rolled 

out a major update, in July, and changed everything. While teens were already swapping 

Sarahah messages on Instagram, Snapchat rolled out an update that let users post links to 

websites inside of snaps. 

The UK safer internet centre have begun receiving calls about new app Sarahah.  This is 

typically an indicator that the app is being widely used by young people across the UK. 

Cases are now being seen across the region that Sarahah is being used to post indecent 

images, with links to the images being distributed via snapchat to a wider audience. 

Seeking Arrangemet 

Seeking arrangements promises a modern take on dating, by bringing together sugar daddies 

and sugar babies. Sugar daddies will fund a luxury lifestyle for the sugar babies, in return for 

accompaniment. 

However, the reality is young women are resorting to selling themselves for sex.  Experts have 

described the ‘no sex required’ claim by the website as ‘disingenuous and misleading’, putting 

some women in a vulnerable position.   

#PayPalme – twitter 

#paypalme – twitter hashtag with loads of price lists soliciting sexual acts/sending of indecent 

images when money is paid into account holder’s PayPal account. A lot of the accounts involve 

young people under the age of 16 and there are clear CSE concerns. 

Twitters response regarding this has been somewhat muted as when an adult does this twitter 

allow it on their platform and that whilst it’s likely to be different for a child their policy doesn’t 

seem to clarify this. 

Yubo 

Yubo is a social media app that allows users to make new friends and creat live videos with 

them.  It also allows users to chat with one another in the app.  The app is a rebrand of Yellow 

(which was dubbed as tinder for children), and builds upon the original app.  Unlike many 

streaming apps Yubo has set up separate areas for 13-17 year olds and adults.  However, 

anyone can lie about their age to gain access to a different area, which is evidenced in the 

cases seen in the region. 

It appears Yubo have learned lessons from yellow; they have safeguarding guides for both 

users and parents with signposting of where to find help, parents are advised to view the 

safeguarding advice on the app, not just the app itself www.yubo.live 

Bigo Live 

Bigo Live is a live-streaming video app made by a Singaporean team, connected to the 

Chinese social network, and as such resonates a lot more with young people in Southeast 

Asia, however it is starting to make a ripple in the UK. 

Users range from teenagers to twentysomethings and the broadcasts mostly feature them 

going about their lives, just with a camera pointed at them.  Conversations go on between 

users and the broadcaster. 

http://www.yubo.live/


The app has the same premise as live.me.  You can ‘gift’ virtual items to the streamer items 

bought with the apps currency diamonds.  These gifts are then translated into ‘beans’ which 

can then be cashed out by the streamer for real money.  The money can be withdrawn into a 

bank account or digital wallet. 

The game nature and the gift/currency systems in Bigo are a big part of the appeal.  The 

payout for prolific streamers is an extra incentive to keep using the app but also allows users 

to be exploited. 

Chatrandom 

Chatrandom is a live streaming website much like the popular sites omegle and chatroulette.  

The website matches two random people via webcam to make new friends, however, this can 

be exploited in many ways.   

Party in my Dorm (PimD) 

The party in my Dorm (PIMD) app is designed as an all-encompassing social networking game 

for over 17 year olds. 

The aim of the game is to grow your dorm into the best one on campus.  This is done through 

increasing your avatars status and showing off to your friends through trading items and in 

game currency.  The account can be linked to facebook and snapchat accounts. 

Case study: A 9 year old female joined the online game, within minutes of setting up her profile 

she had 10 friends on the site and in addition to this she had many requests through snapchat, 

facebook and whatsapp for indecent images. 

XBOX 

Like the majority internet based platforms, gaming platforms provide a variety of ways for 

young people to engage with one another; however parents should be aware of the capabilities 

of the devices and dangers that this can attract. 

Players can talk via instant messaging, voice chat and the xbox one offers a video chat facility 

and this often goes unregulated by even the most watchful of parents, who are unaware of the 

capabilities of the devices. 

Tagged 

Tagged is a typical chat and dating app which highlights people who are close to you once 

you match.  It allows members to browse the profiles of any other members, and share tags 

and virtual gifts.  The app allows browsing by age and location (users must be at least 18) 

Case study: A male connected with a 14 year old girl on the site (who had stated her age as 

18), within 30 minutes of starting the conversation the male had moved the conversation to 

the whatsapp platform. 

Within an hour he had turned the conversation sexual and invited her to meet.  The meet took 

place 3 days later, where the police had been informed of the meeting and intercepted the 

offender. 

 

What can you do to help? 



We hope that by providing you with an increased knowledge of the social media apps 

that those meaningful conversations with your child will be more helpful in keeping 

them safe.   

 

Bosco family safety and locator 

The Bosco app incorporates artificial intelligence technology which alerts parents to incidents 

in their children’s lives based on photo data.  Along with screening voice calls to detect mood 

changes, the app updates parents when a child has received a nude image or call from an 

unknown number.  It also notifies them when a child has been unfollowed by more than three 

friends in an hour, a sign that cyberbullying may have occurred.  

The app is free to download but charges a small monthly usage fee.   

YOTI 

Childline and the Internet Watch Foundation have come together to provide a service where 

children can request the removal of sexual images of themselves which have been shared on 

line.  As part of the process the child would be asked to provide a link to where the image is 

stored online, rather than send the image itself. 

The child is also required to verify their identify and age and this is done through the YOTI 

app.  YOTI will not store images of the child’s ID following the verification process. 

 

Hiding/Unhiding Apps 

Although young people are more likely to use apps when it comes to hiding their pictures, 

applications, text messages and other data on their smartphones, it is still important to know 

what devices offer in terms of hiding apps and content. 

Iphone 

On the iphone, you can hide applications by going into Settings  General  Restrictions and 

checking off next to applications that you don’t want to show up on the screen.  To make them 

reappear, you can go back and repeat the process. 

Androids 

Androids offer the same option of hiding apps from the home screen.  You can do so by going 

to the Settings  Applications  Applications Manager  All Tab and choosing apps that you would 

like to hide and click disable.  On newer operating systems this can be achieved by dragging 

apps to the remove shortcuts bin (however the apps will appear on the apps shortcut).  Just 

like on the iphone, you will have to repeat the process to unhide the apps.  The app Apex 

launcher is also a vault application used for this purpose and is installed by default on some 

methods. 



 

Help & Support 

The internet and apps evolve so quickly it can feel as though technology is moving too fast for 

parents and schools to keep up.  However, it does not change the fact that young people will 

continue to seek to interact with technology and will need our advice and support to stay safe 

online. 

Below are a number of resources to help educate adults and young people around the issue 

of on line safety and app security: 

UK Safer Internet Centre https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/ 

Revenge Porn Hotline https://revengepornhelpline.org.uk/  The only organisation providing 

support and advice in the UK to victims of the non-consensual sharing of intimate images and 

cyber-enabled blackmail (known as sextortion). 

NSPCC https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/ 

Torbay Virtually Safe Team http://www.torbayvirtuallysafe.co.uk/get-in-touch 
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